WHEN we speak of a 'back and forth' construction for proving the isomorphism of two countable structures we call to mind the famous theorem of Cantor that any countable dense linearly ordered set without end-points is order-isomorphic to Q. Cantor's own proof requires only the 'going forth' part of the construction, however, and Adrian Mathias, on noticing this, asked for a classification of those Xo-categorical theories (or relational structures) for which 'forth always suffices'. In the hands of Peter Cameron (see [5] , pp. 124-129) Mathias's problem has led to intriguing questions about permutation groups.
classification of the relevant primitive groups. Very approximately, the list of primitive groups that have property P consists of automorphism groups of certain well understood structures-finite structures, pure sets, affine or projective spaces over finite fields, linear orderings, linear betweenness, circular orderings, circular separation, C-sets and D-sets (structures defined in [2] ). A transitive group with property P is close to being a wreath product of finitely many of these primitive groups. And an arbitrary group with property P is close to being a direct product of finitely many transitive groups.
Some general theory of permutation groups
As preparation for the study of groups with property P a little general theory is needed. Let G be any transitive permutation group on the set Q, and let p be a G-congruence (G-invariant equivalence relation). The p-classes are known as blocks of imprimitivity. They all have the same size, which is denoted by |p|. We shall sometimes call |Q/p| the index of p or of one of its blocks of imprimitivity. Similarly, if p, a are congruences and p^a (in the sense that p is a refinement of a) then all cr-classes contain the same number of p-classes. This cardinal number (which may be infinite) will be denoted |<r:p| and known as the index of p in a. Our next assertion is a very general fact about permutation groups. Proof. The assertion may appear at first sight to be a generalization of a well-known theorem of B. H. Neumann (see [8] , § 4), which is the special case where fl is G with action by right multiplication. After a second's thought, however, one realizes that any extra generality is more apparent than real, and it is in fact equivalent to that theorem. Nevertheless, a proof in the language of permutation groups may still be of interest.
First, since if F, is contained in LJF/ then it may be discarded, any covering of Cl by finitely many blocks of imprimitivity may be reduced to an irredundant covering. We shall therefore suppose that the covering is irredundant and prove that then every F, has finite index. Let pi,..., p m (where m =s k) be the distinct congruences of which the sets F/ are equivalence classes. We use induction on m. If m = 1 then |O/p,| ^ A: and there is nothing more to be done. Suppose therefore that m > 1 and that the assertion is known to hold when there are fewer than m congruences involved. Focus on distinct integers r, s between 1 and m.
Re-indexing if necessary, we may suppose that F r is a p r -class and Y s is a p,-class. Since the covering is irredundant there exist y r , y s E Q such that y r lies in T r and in no other T h and similarly y s lies in F, and in no other F,. Let F be the p,-class containing y r and let /:={/=£& |F', flFV0}. Then F = U F, D F. The sets F, D F are blocks of imprimitivity for the transitive permutation group G[ r) and at most the m -1 congruences p, \ F (i 5^ J) occur. When this covering of F is reduced to an irredundant covering the set F r D F must survive because it is the only set that contains y T . By inductive assumption therefore p r \ F has finite index in F, or equivalently, p r fl p, has finite index in p s . It follows that every pj-class is contained in a union of finitely many p r -classes. Therefore we may replace any pj-classes amongst Fj,..., T k by finitely many p r -classes and obtain a new covering of £2 by finitely many blocks of imprimitivity in which the number of distinct congruences involved is m -1. Furthermore, that p r -class which contains y t will survive when this new covering is reduced to an irredundant covering. By inductive hypothesis therefore, p r has finite index in ft. Since r was arbitrary this shows that all our congruences, and therefore all our blocks of imprimitivity F,, have finite index, and the proof of the lemma is complete. . By assumption there are no proper congruences of finite index, and so by Lemma 2.1 the 2,' cannot all be blocks of imprimitivity. We may suppose that 2^, is not a block, which means that there exists g e G such that 2^g nZi,/0 and 2^g *2^. Replacing g by g-1 if 2^g c r m we may suppose that 2^ £ r m Let 2 := T m U 2^, so that 2 is a Jordan set. If 2 = Q then the decomposition Q = 2^ U 2^ is of the required kind. Suppose therefore that 2 is a proper subset of Q. Choose a point a e 2^,g -2.' m and suppose (without loss of generality) that a e^_|. Let 2*:=2U2^,_,, so that 2*, being the union of two intersecting J-sets, is a J-set. If 2* were a proper subset of Q then, since 2l.,U2;gP, we would have that fl = ZJ U • • • UZ^UP in contradiction to the minimality of m. Thus we must have that Z* = £1 It follows that Z^,_j cannot be a singleton, that is, it is a Jordan set. Taking 2j := Z and 2 2 := 2^,_j we have what we want.
Although the next lemma is quite well-known as folk-lore, I do not know of a proof in the literature (it occurred with proof as Lemma 11.6 of a lecture course that I gave at Oxford in Autumn 1985, but the notes are unpublished). LEMMA Proof. For any point a of the set, Q say, on which X is acting, let ^(a) denote the union of the finite orbits of the stabiliser X a , and consider Q as a directed graph (with loops at each vertex) in which a is joined to every point of 3>(a). The out-valency of each point is m where m := |*(a)|. Suppose now that /3 e <£(a) and y e Q>(fi). For every point in the X a -orbit containing y there is a directed path of length 2 going from a to y. Since there are only finitely many (in fact, at most m 2 ) such paths, and the set of them is invariant under G a , it must be the case that y e ^(a). This means that every edge in our directed graph which starts in 3>(a) ends in <t>(a). Consider now an edge which ends in 4>(a). If its initial point is S then, by what we have just proved, 3>(a) c <l>(g). But \<£>(a)\ = \Q>(8)\ = m, which is finite, and so <I>(a) = <I>(5), whence 5e <5(a). We now know that there are no edges of our graph connecting points of ft -<J>(a) in either direction to points of <J>(a). Thus ^(a) is a connected component of the underlying undirected graph, and, since X acts as a group of graph-automorphisms, it follows that 3>(a) is a block of imprimitivity. This is what we wanted to prove. Proof. One p-class is a Jordan set if and only if they all are, and so the statement of the lemma is unambiguous. Suppose that p' ^ p and let a be any point of ft. Since G is transitive on ft there exists /3 such that a = /3(modp') but a?*/3(modp). If F:=p(a) then F is a Jordan set and so for any y e F there exists g e G (n -n such that ag = y. Therefore •y «= /3g (mod p'), that is, y = )3 (mod p'), and so F<=p'(a). Thus if p' ^ p then p <p'.
First observations about property P
If G has property P and G =£ G* =£ Sym (ft) then, since J-sets for (G, ft) are J-sets for (G*, ft), also this larger group has property P. In particular, let G := {g e Sym (ft) | for all finite F c ft there exists go sG such that g o \r = so that G is the closure of G in Sym (ft) with its natural topology (of pointwise convergence). OBSERVATION 3.1. // the group G has property P then also G has property P.
Any closed group is the automorphism group of some relational structure on ft. As far as classification is concerned, we cannot expect to achieve much more than a description of the closed groups with property P, or of the structures of which they are automorphism groups. That, therefore, is our aim. Here the first assertion should be clear, as should the fact that if G o is a direct product of finitely many (transitive) groups with property P then (G o , ft) has property P. For the 'only if part of the second assertion, suppose that (G o , ft) has property P. Taking the cofinite subset in the definition of property P to be ft we find that ft may be expressed as a union of finitely many J-sets. Let ft 1; ..., ft* be the sets occurring in a decomposition of ft as the union of a minimal number of J-sets, and let Gi-= (G 0 )(n-n,) = G (n -n,). Since the union of two intersecting J-sets is itself a J-set, Q,, ft 2 ,..., ft* must be pairwise disjoint and any J-set 2 must lie entirely within one of them. It follows immediately that (G h ft,) is transitive and has property P, that ft], ft 2) .. . , ft* are the G 0 -orbits in ft, and that The proof is easy and is omitted. A particularly useful special case is the fact that if G is a transitive extension of a group having property P then G has property P. OBSERVATION 
// (G, ft) has property P then there are only finitely many G-congruences on ft
For, since G and a stabiliser G a each have only finitely many orbits on ft, there are only finitely many orbits of G in ft 2 . Consequently there are only finitely many G-invariant binary relations on ft, and a fortiori only finitely many G-invariant equivalence relations.
Transitive but imprimitive groups
Recall the definition of the wreath product of permutation groups (C, F) and (D, A). It is the semi-direct product of a group K by D, where K, known as the base of the wTeath product, is the cartesian power C Let *, := *n (F x {8}) and 4> 2 := * n (F x (A -{5})). Since C on F, and hence C y on F X {5}, has property P, there are only finitely many (//j^^-orbits in F x {5} and each is a finite union of J-sets. Also, | <J> 2 | == tn and so by the inductive hypothesis, since C on F and D 6 on A -{5} have property P (and C is transitive on F), there are only finitely many (// 2 ) (4) j-orbits in F x (A -{5}) and each is a finite union of J-sets. It follows that G (4>) , which is (//i) ( *,) X (H 2 \<t^, acting on (rx{5})U (F X (A -{8})) has only finitely many orbits and each is a finite union of J-sets. Induction completes the proof.
The aim is to show conversely that any transitive group with property P is very close to being a wreath product. This will be done by exploiting Observation 3.4 and the following simple fact: Proof. Let * be a non-empty finite subset of Y. We know that ft -<J> is a union of finitely many J-sets for (G, ft). If 2 is such a set then G^-f ixes some points of Y (namely those in 4>) and therefore fixes Y setwise. It follows that r -<£ is a union of finitely many J-sets. These are clearly J-sets for (C, Y), which therefore has property P.
Let n: ft->A be the natural projection. It is immediate that if 2 is a J-set for (G, ft) then 2n is a J-set for (D, A). Let W be a finite subset of A. Choose a finite subset <J> of ft such that n maps $ to W bijectively. Since ft -4> is a finite union of J-sets for (G, ft), applying n we see that A -V is a finite union of J-sets for (D, A), and that therefore (D, A) has property P. LEMMA 
Suppose that ft is infinite, that G is transitive on ft, and that (G, ft) has property P. Let p be a congruence with the property that if p'^p and \p:p'\ is finite then p' = p, and let Y:=p(a), the p-class containing the element a of ft. Then Y is a Jordan set for (G, ft).

Moreover, if H := G (n _r), then (H, Y) has property P and has no proper congruences of finite index.
Proof. Let X := (G^-^l 2 is a J-set for (G, ft) contained in Y). As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 4.2, if <J> is any non-empty finite subset of T then T -* is the union of a finite collection of J-sets, and it follows that (X, Y) has property P. Therefore, since X^H, also (H, Y) has property P. Clearly A 1 is a normal subgroup of the setwise stabiliser G (r} , and so the A"-orbits in Y are blocks of imprimitivity for Gfp}, and hence for G in ft. Since there are only finitely many of them they have finite index in Y. It follows from our assumption about p that X must be transitive on Y. Therefore Y is a Jordan set for (G, ft). By The transitive group C on the set F will be said to be almost primitive if there is a maximal C-congruence that has finite classes. The closure of the direct power of H is its cartesian power FI H (8) , and so if G is closed then U H(8)« G.
It seems likely, although I have not been able to prove it, that the closure G of G contains a complement for the base group in the wreath product. If so then we would in fact have HWrD « G =£ CWrZ). In any event, Theorem 4.4 yields a great deal of information about a group G which is transitive on ft, has property P and is closed in Sym (ft). By Observation 3.4 and Theorem 4.4(1) there is a uniquely determined chain of congruences Po<Pi < ' • • <P/ such that p 0 is equality, p, is the universal relation, and the factors (C,, F,) (defined in the obvious way) are almost primitive groups with property P. Moreover, there is a normal subgroup Hi of C, such that if A, := ft/p, and D t := G^ then the cartesian power 17 Ht(8) is contained in £>, for 0«/</. Inspection of the primitive groups with property P (see §5 below) suggests that H, will always be a very large subgroup of C, (perhaps at worst of finite index, although I have not been able to prove this), and so it appears that G will always be equivalent to a very large subgroup of the iterated wTeath product Cj Wr C 2 Wr • • • Wr Q acting in the natural way on Fj X T 2 X • • • x r,.
Primitive groups with property P
To complete the classification of transitive groups with property P we would need to catalogue those that are almost primitive. We shall not do so completely: after a point, the law of diminishing returns operates. That point, which is to be dealt with in this section, is the classification of the primitive groups with property P. We begin the analysis by listing some examples. EXAMPLE 
If G is highly transitive on Q then G has property P.
This, of course, is trivial. Note that G is highly transitive on Q if and only if G = Sym (Q). EXAMPLE 
For any cardinal number d~s*\ and any prime-power q, the affine group AGL (d, q) acting on the affine space AG (d, q), and the projective group PGL (d, q) acting on the projective space PG (d -1, q), have property P.
Proof. Consider the group GL(d, q) acting on the set of non-zero vectors of a d-dimensional vector space V over the field F,. The pointwise stabiliser of a finite set 4> fixes its span pointwise and is transitive on vectors not in the span. Since our field is finite the span of <J> is finite, and so (GL (d, q), V -{0}) has property P. Now (AGL (d, q), AG (d, q) ) is a transitive extension of (GL(d, q), V -{0}), and so it has property P by Observation 3.3. Similarly, (PGL (d, q), PG (d -1, q) ) is a quotient of (GL (d, q) , V -{0}) and so it has property P by Proposition 4.2. EXAMPLE 
Let R be a highly homogeneous linear ordering, linear betweenness, circular ordering or circular separation relation on £1 // G := Aut (Q, R) then (G, Q) is a highly homogeneous permutation group with property P.
For the definition of these relational systems see [2, 4, or 7] . If 4> is any finite subset of Q then ft -$ is in a natural way a finite union of 'open intervals', each of which is a Jordan set for G. EXAMPLE 
(i) Let C be a C-relation on Q and suppose that (Q, C) is 2-transitive. If G := Aut (il, C) then (G, Q) has property P. (ii) Let D be a D-relation on ft and suppose that (ft, D) is 3-transitive. IfG:= Aut (ft, D) then (G, ft) has property P.
Proof, (i) The notion of C-relation is introduced and developed in [2, Part III] . It is designed to capture the essential relational structure exhibited by sets of maximal chains in semilinearly ordered sets. We prove by induction on k that if G := Aut (ft, C) and <J> is a A>subset of ft then G (lt >) has only finitely many orbits in ft and each of them is a J-set. This is trivially true if k = 0 since G is transitive. So suppose as inductive hypothesis that the assertion is true for k^m, and let <E> be a subset of size m + 1. Let a e *. If (F, *£) is the linearly ordered set associated with a, r is the ramification order (branching number) of (ft, C), and (fto, C) is an 5-class (i.e., a cone) of (Q, C), then ft -{a} may be identified with Qo X £/ X F, where f/ is a set with r -1 elements. The stabiliser G o is then identified with G 0 Wr Sym (U) Wr Aut (I\ =£), where G o := Aut (fto, C) (see [2] , Theorem 14.6). Our inductive hypothesis applies to G o and so the pointwise stabiliser in G o of any set of size «£ m has only finitely many orbits in Qo, all of which are J-sets. The same is true of the groups Sym (U) and Aut (I\ =s). It follows quite easily that the same is true of the wreath product (the fact that G o and Sym (£/) are transitive is relevant-compare Observation 4.1), and therefore G a>( n/) has only finitely many orbits in Q -({a} U *¥), each of which is a J-set, for any finite set V of size «m. In particular, taking W :=<!>-{a}, we see that G (4)) has only finitely many orbits in £2, and each of them is a J-set. Induction completes the proof.
(ii) Let (ft, D) be a 3-transitive D-set. If a e ft then D induces a 2-transitive C-relation on ft-{a} (see [2] , Theorem 22.1). Thus Aut (ft, D) is a transitive extension of one of the groups of Example 5.4(i), and so it has property P by Observation 3.3. \ Now we come to the main theorem of this paper, which states that these are essentially the only examples. 
(4) ft carries a G-invariant relation R which is a dense homogeneous C-relation or D-relation, and G is a closed subgroup of Aut (ft, R).
Proof. Setting aside the first case, we may-assume that ft is infinite. And setting aside the second case, we may assume that G is not highly transitive, that is, that for some k > 1, G is &-transitive but not (k + Intransitive. Consider first the case where k = 1, that is, G is simply primitive on ft. By Lemma 2.2 we may express ft as the union of two proper Jordan sets, Zi, 2 2 , such that 2, n 2 2 7 >S 0. Applying Proposition 43 of [3] we have that G is highly homogeneous, and that there is a dense homogeneous G-invariant linear order relation on ft. Now if G is k-primitive but not (k + Intransitive for some k, then, from what we have just proved applied to the stabiliser of k -1 points, G must be highly homogeneous, and so by Cameron's Theorem [4] (see also [7] ), we have case (3) of the theorem.
We assume from now on that there exists k s* 2 such that G is A:-transitive and not k -primitive. Consider next the case where k = 2 and for a e Q there is a non-trivial G a -congruence with finite classes in ft -{a}. The existence of such a congruence implies that if /3 & a then G af) has finite orbits other than {a}, {/3}. Let T be the union of all the finite G aP -orbits. Since G Qj/3 has only finitely many orbits, T is finite, and therefore T -{a} is a block of imprimitivity for G a in ft -{a} by Lemma 2.3. It follows that G {na , which is G a , (r _ (a }}, is transitive on T -{a}. Choose g in G that interchanges a and /3. Then g normalises G o>0 and so it permutes amongst themselves the finite G a^-orbits. Thus g e GĈ onsequently the setwise stabiliser G (I -) is 2-transitive on T. Suppose now that x e G and that |F (1 Tx\ > 2. Without loss of generality we may suppose that a, /3 e F D Tx. This means that for some a', {}' 6 F we have a = a'x, p = fi'x. Since G[ rl is 2-transitive we can choose y e GJD such that ay = a' and /3y = /3'. Then Yyx = Yx and ayx = a, /3yx = /3. Thus yx e G aP and so yx e G {ry It follows that F = Tx. Consequently the translates Tg of T form the 'lines' of a Steiner system on ft: any two points lie on a unique line.
Let <J> be any finite subset of ft and let $ be the union of the finite orbits of the pointwise stabiliser G (4>) . Since G (4>) has only finitely many orbits <t > is finite. Clearly, if a, /3 e 3> then the line spanned by a, f$ is entirely contained in 4>: that is <t > is a "sub-geometry" or a "subspace" of ft. Now since G ( *> has finite index in G (4>)l and all orbits of G (4>) in ft -* are infinite, also all orbits of G ( 4^in ft -$ must be infinite. Suppose that G ( *) were not transitive on ft -<J> and let ft), 0^ be distinct orbits there. Since G has property P there exist infinite Jordan sets 2^ 2 2 with 2, c ft,.
Choose a] e 2 1( a 2 e 2 2) and let A be the line determined by a^ and a 2 . If there were two points of A outside 2, then, since A is the unique line through these two points, every element of G (n _ ll ) would fix A setwise, and so we would have 2j c A, which is impossible. Therefore a 2 is the only point of A outside Zj. Similarly, aj is the only point of A outside 2 2 . But then A = {a,, a 2 }, which is false. It follows that G ( $) is transitive on fi-*.
What we have proved goes to show that every finite set is contained in the complement of a cofinite Jordan set. It follows (see [9] or [6] ) that the geometry defined on (1 by the "subspaces" is locally finite and homogeneous, that this geometry is AG (d, q) or PG (d -1, q) for some (infinite) cardinal number d and some prime-power q, and that G*£Aut (AG(d, q) )=\TL{d,q) or G =£ Aut (PG (d, q) 
Furthermore, G is transitive on independent sets of k points for every finite A: and it follows that G contains AGL(d, q) or PGL(d, q), respectively. Thus if k = 2 and there is a non-trivial G a -congruence with finite classes then G is one of the groups listed in case (2) of the theorem.
Next consider cases where A: 2*3 and a (k -l)-point stabiliser has a finite block of imprimitivity (in its infinite orbit of course). Applying what has just been proved to a (k -2)-point stabiliser we see that every finite set is contained in the complement of a cofinite Jordan set, so that (see [9] or [6] Suppose finally that A: 5= 2 and that a (k -l)-point stabiliser G air _ iOk( which, recall, is known to be transitive but imprimitive) has no non-trivial finite blocks of imprimitivity in fl -{oi,..., a*_i}. Let p be a minimal non-trivial congruence for G ai at _ ] in £l-{a u ..., a*_i}, and let F be a p-class, //:=G (n -r> By assumption, F is infinite; moreover, from the minimality of p it follows that G\ r ) is primitive. By Proposition 4.4(2), F is a Jordan set and (H, F) is primitive and has property P. Earlier in this proof we saw that H must be either highly homogeneous or 2-transitive on F. If H were highly homogeneous, then G itself would be highly homogeneous on Q (see [3, Theorem 3.4] ) and in this case G a would be primitive, contrary to assumption. Therefore H is 2-transitive on F. By Theorem 5.4 (see also Note 7.1) of [3] , k =£3 and there is a G-invariant dense C-relation (if k = 2) or dense D-relation (if k = 3) on Q.
Commentary
Note 6.1. Case (4) of the classification of primitive groups with property P contrasts strongly with the others. In the earlier cases the closed groups in question are determined completely, or, in the case of the affine and projective groups, up to just finitely many possibilities corresponding to the finitely many subgroups of the Galois group of the field F, over its prime field. In the last case we can only say that G is a closed subgroup of Aut (ft, R), where R is a suitably homogeneous dense C-or D-relation. Unexpectedly, there are, in fact, very many possibilities. We shall give examples in the C-relation case; the D-relation case is very similar.
As proved in [2, Part III], there is a semilinearly ordered set A definable from a C-set (ft, C) and it has the property that Q is identifiable with a covering set of maximal chains of A. Members of A may be thought of as branch points, and if A e A, a e ft then we write A s or if the maximal chain of A corresponding to a contains A. What arose as 5-classes in [2] correspond to cones in A (see [2] , Theorem 12.4) and will be called cones here. Sketch Proof. For simplicity we concentrate on a particular example, namely, the case where s = 7 and S = GL (3,2) acting as the group of automorphisms of the projective plane PG (2,2). Let C o be a 3-place relation denoting collinearity in this plane, so that S = Aut (II, C o ), where II is the set of points of PG (2, 2) . Each branch-point of our C-set (Q, C) has seven cones below it and we fix some identification of these with the points of PG (2,2). Now define a 3-place relation C\ on ft in the following way:
if any of C(a\ /3, y), C(/3; y, a), C(y\ a, /3) hold then C](a, ft, y) is to be false; otherwise a, j3, y determine a single branch point and lie in distinct cones 2 a) Z^, Z r below it, and then C\{a, /3, y) is to hold if and only if 2 a) Z^, 1. y are collinear as points of PG (2, 2) , that is, precisely if C 0 (2 a) 2^, Z y ) holds in II.
Let G := Aut (ft, C, Cj). Certainly G is a closed subgroup of Aut (ft, C). Let Z be a cone associated with a branch-point of (ft, C) and let C, C\ be the restrictions of C, C } to 2. It is easy to see that (2, C", C\) is isomorphic to (£2, C, C } ), and also that 2 is a Jordan set for (G, Q), indeed, that every automorphism of (2, C, C\) extends to an element of G fixing all points outside 2. It follows as in [2, § 14] that G is transitive on fl, and that if a e Q then G a s G Wr V Wr Z, where V is the group of permutations induced by the stabiliser of a branch point on the set of its cones not containing a, and Z is the group of all order-automorphisms of the linearly ordered set (the maximal chain in the semilinear ordering) associated with a. In our case Z s Aut (Q, =s), and Y is the stabiliser of a point in the group X of permutations induced by the stabiliser of a branch-point on the set of its cones. This group X is easily seen to be Aut (II, C o ), that is, GL (3, 2) . It follows also that the set of points below a branch point i / > is a Jordan set for G and the group induced on it is isomorphic to G Wr X. The argument used for Example 5.4 needs little change to prove that G has property P.
In order to deal with the general case we take a set of relation symbols in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all relations invariant under the closed subgroup 5 of Sym (s) (or, more economically, one relation symbol for each orbit of S on tuples), and we impose relations on Q using exactly the same technique as above for each one. Ko . At first sight the construction described in Note 6.1 above suggests that p might be 2**°. On a closer look Xo seems more plausible. Note 6.3. Define P* to be the property implicit in Peter Cameron's question, that is, the property that, for every finite set 4>, the pointwise stabiliser G^ has only finitely many orbits and each of these orbits is a J-set. It is not as easy to handle as property P because it need not be transmitted to supergroups (although the assertion of Observation 3.1 with P replaced by P* certainly holds), and it is not inherited by quotients (compare Proposition 4.2). Curiously however, almost all of the primitive groups with property P have property P*. The only exceptions are the projective groups PGL (d, q) for q > 2, and even these have the property that if * is a finite set then every infinite orbit of G (< j,) is a Jordan set for (G, ay Note 6.4 . There is an alternative strategy for proving Theorem 5.5, the main result of this paper. For, in their remarkable paper [1], Samson Adeleke and Dugald Macpherson achieve a usable classification of the primitive permutation groups that have proper Jordan sets. It is perfectly possible to go through their list to find which of the groups enjoy property P. In this paper I have preferred to give a direct proof for three reasons: first, that such a case by case analysis is not, in the end, any shorter, secondly, that use of so deep and difficult a theorem is like flying from Oxford to Cambridge via Australia; thirdly, that in fact, much of the proof predates their great theorem-a classification of the primitive groups with the property P* introduced in Note 6.3 was completed on 1 April 1986.
